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Collar and Elbow ("Brollaidheacht" or "Coiléar agus Uille") was an old Irish wrestling 
style that, by all accounts, was the single most popular sport in the country through-
out the 18th-19th centuries. Historian John Ennis, writing in the Leinster Leader  
newspaper in 1907, noted that it was "the chief physical sport of the male population 
from childhood to mature manhood, and every parish had its champion who was kept 
busy defending his title against would-be usurpers".

Characterised by lightning-fast and intricate legwork - including hooks, trips, blocks, 
and throws - Collar and Elbow spread abroad with successive waves of Irish  
emmigration, and found particularly widespread popularity in the United States. 

Ultimately, however, Collar and Elbow suffered a significant decline both abroad and 
at home (due to a succession of factors including the demographic and cultural  
devastation of the Great Famine, and the Coercion Acts that made it illegal to hold any 
sizeable gatherings in public space), to the extent that nowadays almost no one in  
Ireland has ever heard of it. In his 1907 article, Ennis looked back with longing at the 
lost heydays of the then-forgotten grappling style, ending with a wistful "it is hoped that 
this eminently scientific and picturesque style of wrestling will be again revived and 
popularised".

In November 2018, I released a podcast episode on the history, characteristics, and 
eventual decline of Collar and Elbow. I subsequently spent several months attempting 
to actually reconstruct the rules and techniques of the style; a process that, on 3rd 
August 2019, culminated in me holding a seminar and a series of bouts in Heidelberg, 
Germany - the first competitive Collar and Elbow matches in over 100 years.

This rulebook is the result of both that ongoing research process and firsthand  
observations from the bouts in Heidelberg. It's intended to act as a guide for anyone 
who might want to try some Collar and Elbow matches of their own, and it is always 
intended to be a living document - so any and all feedback is welcome!

And if you ever have any questions on Collar and Elbow in general, just drop me a line 
at any time.

- Ruadhán MacFadden
Founder, Irish Collar and Elbow Wrestling Association

August 2019

www.collarandelbow.ie
macfadden@collarandelbow.ie
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11. Attire

1. ATTIRE

1.1 Mandatory attire

• A grappling jacket. The jacket should fulfil the following critera:

• Strong collar and sleeves
• Sleeves reach at least as far as the elbow
• Body of the jacket does not extend below the hips

• Shorts and/or spats. Shorts should not have any pockets,  
buttons, zippers, or any other form of hard/sharp material that could 
cause injury to an opponent.
• Wrestlers compete barefoot.

1.2 Optional attire

• Rashguard under the jacket.
• Mouthguard.



22. Bout Length

2. BOUT LENGTH

2.1 The duration of a standard bout is five (5) minutes. 

2.2 The duration of a championship bout is ten (10) minutes. 



33. Weight Classes

3. WEIGHT CLASSES

3.1The weight classes for men (adult) are: 

-70kg, -80kg, -90kg, -99kg +99kg

3.2 The weight classes for women (adult) are: 

-50kg, -60kg, -70kg, +70kg

3.3 Weigh-ins are "no-gi" - i.e. wrestlers step on the scales without 
the jacket.



44. Starting the Bout

4. STARTING THE BOUT

4.1 Wrestlers shall greet each other with a handshake.

4.2 Wrestlers shall stand upright and take their grips on their  
opponent's jacket - right hand on their opponent’s collar at the level 
of the collarbone, left hand on the sleeve of their jacket at the elbow. 
      
4.3 Once the referee has determined that both wrestlers have taken 
the necessary hold, the bout begins.

4.4 Wrestlers shall maintain their collar-and-elbow grips through-
out the entire bout.

4.5 Wrestlers shall maintain an upright stance, with the arms held 
loose and limbre.
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5. WINNING THE BOUT

5.1 A wrestler wins by scoring falls against their opponent. There 
are two ways of scoring a fall:

• Throw or trip the opponent so that they hit the ground with any 
part of their body above the knees. 

• The opponent loses their collar-and-elbow grips at any point.

5.2 Victory in a standard bout is determined by best of three falls.

5.3 Victory in a championship bout is determined by best of five 
falls. 

5.4 If a wrestler touches the ground with their knee or knees at any 
point, this is termed a knee fall. If said wrestler commits three (3) 
knee falls, a fall shall be awarded to their opponent. 

5.5 If two wrestlers fall side by side, so that the referee is unable 
to determine who hit the ground first, this is termed a dog fall. It 
shall not be counted as a fall for either wrestler, and the referee shall 
stand them up and instruct them to commence wrestling again.

 

5. Winning the Bout
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Score at full time Winner

Wrestler A 
1 fall

Wrestler B 
0 falls

Wrestler A

Wrestler A 
1 fall, 1 penalty

Wrestler B 
1 fall

Wrestler B

Wrestler A 
1 fall, 1 penalty

Wrestler B 
0 falls

Determined by  
referee's decision 

(takedown attempts, 
ring control)

Wrestler A 
0 falls

Wrestler B 
0 falls

Determined by  
referee's decision 

(takedown attempts, 
ring control)

Wrestler A
0 falls, 1 penalty

Wrestler B
0 falls

Wrestler B

5.6 If neither wrestler has scored the requisite number of falls 
at the end of full time, here's an overview of how to deal with the  
various possible scenarios. These examples are based on a  
standard bout (best of three falls).

Note: See section 6 for what constitutes a penalty.
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Irish Collar and Elbow Wrestling Association 
Competition Scorecard 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Green Blue 

 Fall Knee Fall Fall Knee Fall 

Fall 1 

    

  

  

Fall 2 

    

  

  

Fall 3 

    

  

  

Fall 4 

    

  

  

Fall 5 

    

  

  

 

Winner: 

Competitor Name (Green) Competitor Name (Blue) 
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6. FORBIDDEN ACTIONS

6. Forbidden Actions

6.1 No striking, kicking, butting, or biting.

6.2 Intentionally slipping out of the jacket in order to evade a fall.

6.3 Drawing the collar across an opponent's throat in an attempt to 
stifle their airflow.

6.4 Persistently holding the arms stiff to stifle an opponent's  
offence.

6.5 Persistently refusing to wrestle and/or attempting to flee the   
wrestling area.

6.6 No generally unsportsmanlike conduct.

6.7 If a wrestler does any of the above, the referee will inflict one (1) 
penalty point. Three penalties results in disqualification. For serious 
infringements, the referee can elect to disqualify instantly.



97. Irish Wrestling Terms

7. IRISH WRESTLING TERMS

Back-heel cor sála
Bout babhta
Buttock más. Cross-buttock throw, cros-más
Click snaidhm
Clinch géagáil, i ngreamnaidh a chéile
Collar cába, brollach (léine), bóna
Collar and Elbow Brollaidheacht, Coiléar agus Uille
Fall leagairt, trascairt. Dog-fall, leagadh an mhadraidh
Flying mare caitheamh thar gualainn
Footwork cos-aicillidheacht
Grip gréim, barróg, cuidhreach
Ground talamh, fód
Hank glas coise
Hook lúbaim. Hook away opponent's leg, cos do chéile iomrascála 
do lúbadh uait. Cross-hook, cros-lúb
Jacket seicéad
Lock glac, glas. Leg-lock, glac-coise
Throw leagadh, trascairt, caitheamh. Ankle throw, cor ailt, cor mughd-
hoirn (múrnáin). Hip throw, cor cromáin. Knee throw, cor glúine. Trip-
ping throw, cor coise.
Trip tuisleadh, cor coise. Back-knee trip, cor ioscaide. Cross-ankle 
trip, cros-chor ailt (múrnáin)
Wrestler iomrascálaí, coraí 
Wrestling iomrascáil, coraidheacht
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